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Abstract

We identify established tableaux techniques as an in-
valuable tool for semantic knowledge acquisition in
the design process of relational databases.

Sample databases allow users and designers to
judge, justify, convey and test their understanding of
the semantics of the future database. In the case of in-
tegrity constraints such sample data can provide con-
siderable assistance for deciding whether a constraint
captures desirable information about the database or
not. Since constraints can be particularly difficult to
grasp in practice sample databases offer a convenient
tool to confirm or reject the usefulness of potential
candidate constraints.

We pinpoint the Chase and analytical tableau as
two tableaux techniques that are able to automati-
cally generate sample databases for large classes of
integrity constraints. The Chase can be used for gen-
erating sample data that allows us to reject candidate
constraints. However, analytical tableaux enable us
to find all minimal sample databases which enable us
to either accept or reject a candidate constraint.

1 Introduction

Database design is based on the assumption that the
semantics of the underlying application has been com-
pletely captured. However, the complete acquisition
of such knowledge presents many challenges. During
the design process or in the lifetime of the database it
only happens all too often that the knowledge about
the database has been proven incomplete. Therefore,
the acquisition of semantic knowledge about the ap-
plication domain is absolutely crucial for the quality
of the database.

Integrity constraints are conditions that every le-
gal database instance is compelled to obey. They re-
strict databases to those considered meaningful for
the application at hand. The acquisition and specifi-
cation of integrity constraints is far from being triv-
ial. This task does not only demand high abstrac-
tion abilities but also tends to be rather complex.
For the correct utilisation of semantic information an
advanced understanding of logics is required. Some-
times designers misunderstand integrity constraints
and, consequently, interpret them badly. In addition,
if designers and users work together it may be that
they interpret the same constraint in different ways.
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Each of the participants in the requirements acqui-
sition process has their own skills, experience and
knowledge. In view of these problems and the im-
portance of the sound and complete gathering of se-
mantic information it is highly desirable to support
the acquisition of semantic constraints.

In general, constraint acquisition can be a process
of elimination: some participant suggests the signif-
icance of some integrity constraint ϕ for the future
database, and according to the mutual feeling ϕ will
be added to the set Σ of constraints that have al-
ready been specified explicitely or ϕ will be discarded
(added to the set Υ of constraints that do not need to
be specified). Any constraint ϕ that is implied by Σ
has already been specified implicitely and can there-
fore be added to Υ. However, deciding implication
may be a non-trivial task. At the end of the elimina-
tion process all potential candidates have been con-
sidered, and the set Σ contains all those constraints
that will be explicitely specified. This process is il-
lustrated in Table 1. The crucial question is how to
deal with those candidates ϕ that are not implied by
Σ? We need some kind of examples that allow us to
better comprehend the consequences of not specifying
ϕ.

Unspecify
Υ = ∅

↑
candidate ϕ

↓

Specify
Σ = ∅

Initial Step

. . .

Unspecify
Υ

↑
candidate ψ

↓

Specify
Σ

Intermediates

. . .

Unspecify
Υ

Specify
Σ

Final Step

Table 1: Constraint Acquisition by Elimination

Armstrong databases constitute an invaluable tool
for the acquisition of integrity constraints. They form
one of the few instances in which example-based de-
duction can be used to obtain a sound and com-
plete inference mechanism. In fact, an Armstrong
database for a constraint set Σ satisfies an integrity
constraint ϕ precisely if ϕ is implied by Σ. In this
sense, Armstrong databases are user-friendly repre-
sentations of constraint sets. In particular, every con-
straint ϕ not implied by Σ is violated by an Arm-
strong database for Σ. Hence, the consequences of
not specifying ϕ can somewhere be identified as a vi-
olation in the Armstrong database. However, as such
a database must violate all the constraints not implied
by Σ Armstrong databases tend to have many tuples.
For instance, the minimum size of an Armstrong re-



lation for an arbitrary system of minimal keys over
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(Demetrovics

& Gyepesi 1983, Katona & Tichler 2006). Hence,
it may become rather difficult for the users and de-
signers to focus on the specific candidate constraint
under consideration. Moreover, if domains of cer-
tain attributes have a low cardinality, then Armstrong
databases may not even exist.

In this paper we choose a weaker approach towards
sample databases: for each candidate ϕ we generate
sample databases that satisfies Σ and violate ϕ, if ϕ
is not implied by Σ. In fact, we generate counterex-
ample databases for the implication of Σ by ϕ. As
was the case with Armstrong databases, our sample
databases show explicitely the consequences of not
specifying ϕ. Unlike Armstrong databases we are
not concerned with violating all the other constraints
that are not implied by Σ. The advantage of this ap-
proach is that our sample databases will be smaller
than Armstrong databases, i.e., contain less database
tuples. Designers and users benefit from small sample
data, and their attention is focused on the particular
candidate ϕ. If they agree that violations of ϕ are
acceptable in future database instances, then ϕ can
be discarded. In case that all violations of ϕ are un-
acceptable in future databases ϕ should be specified
explicitely.

We consider the question of how to generate such
counterexample databases automatically. We will not
be able to deal with arbitrary classes of integrity con-
straints but will concentrate on some classes which are
commonly found in database practice. The Chase-
procedure is a popular technique to decide the impli-
cation of functional and join dependencies. We will
demonstrate that the Chase is also highly useful for
generating counterexample databases. Hence, this es-
tablished tool can also be successfully employed dur-
ing the constraint acquisition process. It turns out
that the Chase does not always produce a minimal
counterexample relation. This is illustrated in Ex-
ample 1.1. Moreover, the Chase will only produce a
single counterexample relation. If this relation is ac-
ceptable as a future database instance, then we can-
not specify ϕ. However, if the relation is unaccept-
able, then we cannot conclude whether to specify ϕ
or not.

Example 1.1. Suppose we have a relation schema
Film with three attributes Movie, Writer and Actor.
Let Σ consist of the multivalued dependency Movie

� Writer, stating that movies determine their writ-
ers independently of their actors. Suppose we are
thinking about specifying the candidate functional de-
pendency Movie → Writer, stating that each movie
determines its writer. We apply the chase to decide
whether ϕ is implied by Σ. Therefore, we start with
the following template

Movie Writer Actor
aM aW aA

aM b1 b2

with distinguished variables aM , aW , aA and nondis-
tinguished variables b1, b2. The first tuples consists of
distinguished variables only. The second tuple con-
tains distinguished variables only in those columns
that represent attributes occurring in the left-hand
side of the FD under consideration. Since we are
chasing by Σ the JD-rule enforces the following up-
date on the template:

Movie Writer Actor
aM aW aA

aM b1 b2
aM aW b2
aM b1 aA

which is the final result of chasing ϕ by Σ. Since the
Writer-column contains variables different from aW it
follows that Movie → Writer is not implied by Σ. In
fact, the relation above is a counterexample relation
for the implication of ϕ by Σ. After some substitu-
tions this database relation might be better represented
as follows:

Movie Writer Actor
The Cincinatti Kid R.Jessup S. McQueen
The Cincinatti Kid R.Lardner Jr. E.G.Robinson
The Cincinatti Kid R.Jessup E.G.Robinson
The Cincinatti Kid R.Lardner Jr. S. McQueen

This relation may substantiate the belief not to specify
the FD above. However, if the mutual feeling suggests
that only movies with a single writer will be stored in
the database, then the counterexample above pinpoints
this issue.

The main contribution of this paper is the obser-
vation that propositional tableaux can be applied to
generate all 2-tuple counterexample relations for the
implication of ϕ by Σ where Σ∪{ϕ} constitutes a set
of Boolean and multivalued dependencies. In fact,
since the violation of any database dependency re-
quires at least two distinct tuples the 2-tuple coun-
terexample relations will be optimal. The idea of
exploring tableaux for generating counterexamples is
possible since the implication of Boolean and multi-
valued dependencies corresponds to the logical impli-
cation of certain fragments in Boolean propositional
formulae.

Example 1.2. Suppose Film, Σ and ϕ are given
as in Example 1.1. We now choose to represent the
MVD in Σ as propositional formulae VM ⇒ VW ∨VA,
and ϕ as VM ⇒ VW . The following propositional
tableau attempts to refute Σ ∪ {¬ϕ}.

T(VM ⇒ VW ∨ VA)

F(VM ⇒ VW )

T(VM )

F(VW )

F (VM ) T(VW ∨ VA)
×

T(VW ) T(VA)
×

The right-most branch of this tableau is not closed,
hence Σ ∪ {¬ϕ} is satisfiable, and the open branch
defines a model for Σ ∪ {¬ϕ}, i.e., a counterexample
truth evaluation for the implication of ϕ by Σ. We
may now use this truth evaluation to obtain a two-
tuple counterexample relation for the implication of
the FD ϕ by the MVD in Σ:

Movie Writer Actor
1 1 1
1 0 1

For instance, both tuples have the same entry in the
Actor-column since the truth value of the proposi-
tional variable VA, associated with the attribute Ac-
tor, must be interpreted as true according to the open
branch in the tableau above. As before, one may re-
name the values in the table to be more practical:

Movie Writer Actor
The Godfather M.Puzzo M.Brando
The Godfather F.F.Coppola M.Brando



Again, the relation pinpoints the consequences of
not specifying the functional dependency Movie →
Writer, but requires only two tuples.

Related Work. Armstrong databases have
been well-studied in the past (Armstrong 1974,
Beeri, Dowd, Fagin & Statman 1984, Demetrovics
& Gyepesi 1983, Fagin 1982a, Fagin 1982b, Fagin
& Vardi 1983, Gottlob & Libkin 1990, Grant &
Jacobs 1982, Katona & Tichler 2006, Khardon, Man-
nila & Roth 1999, Mannila & Räihä 1986, Mannila &
Räihä 1985, De Marchia & Petit 2007), but may con-
tain too many tuples to draw the user’s attention to
the eligibility of some candidate constraint. Our sam-
ple databases are weaker than Armstrong databases
in the sense that we only violate the candidate con-
straint in question (if possible) but not all the other
constraints not implied by Σ.

The Chase was originally introduced as a method
for testing the implication of data dependencies by
a set of data dependencies (Maier, Mendelzon &
Sagiv 1979), and has received considerable inter-
est ever since (Beeri & Vardi 1984, Maier, Sagiv
& Yannakakis 1981, Sciore 1982, Popa, Deutsch,
Sahuguet & Tannen 2000, Sadri & Ullman 1982). To
the authors’ best knowledge nobody has observed yet
the potential of the Chase to generate counterexample
relations that are useful for rejecting potential candi-
date constraints. While the Chase can be applied to
several classes of integrity constraints we will focus
on functional and join dependencies here.

The correspondences between the implication of
Boolean and multivalued dependencies and the logi-
cal implication of propositional formulae fragments is
well-known (Sagiv, Delobel, Parker Jr. & Fagin 1981,
Sagiv, Delobel, Parker Jr. & Fagin 1987). However,
the observation to explore propositional tableaux
techniques (Beth 1959, Hintikka 1955, Smullyan 1995)
for generating all minimal counterexample relations
is original. These 2-tuple relations present invalu-
able assistance for designers and users in deciding
whether a candidate constraint captures desirable do-
main knowledge or not.

Organisation. We will summarise the necessary
notions from the relational model of data in Section
2. Mainly, we will repeat the notions of functional,
Boolean, multivalued and join dependencies. We will
also briefly summarise the correspondences between
the implication of Boolean and multivalued depen-
dencies and the logical implication of propositional
fragments. In Section 3 we demonstrate how the
Chase can be used to reject candidate constraints that
are either functional or join dependencies. The tech-
nique of analytical tableaux is summarised in Section
4. In Section 5 we apply this technique to reject or
specify candidate constraints that are either Boolean
or multivalued dependencies. Particular emphasis is
put on the generation of all 2-tuple counterexample
relations. We demonstrate the applicability of this
technique by a detailed example in Section 6. We
conclude in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

Let
�

= {A1, A2, . . .} be a (countably) infinite set
of symbols, called attributes. A relation schema is
a finite set R = {A1, . . . , An} of distinct attributes
from

�
, which represent column names of a relation.

Each attribute Ai of a relation schema is associated
an infinite domain dom(Ai) which represents the set
of possible values that can occur in the column named
Ai. If X and Y are sets of attributes, then we may
write XY for X ∪ Y . If X = {A1, . . . , Am}, then we
may write A1 · · ·Am for X . In particular, we may

write simply A to represent the singleton {A}. A tu-
ple over R = {A1, . . . , An} (R-tuple or simply tuple,

if R is understood) is a function t : R →
n
⋃

i=1

dom(Ai)

with t(Ai) ∈ dom(Ai) for i = 1, . . . , n. For X ⊆ R
let t[X ] denote the restriction of the tuple t over R
on X , and dom(X) =

∏

A∈X dom(A) the Cartesian
product of the domains of attributes in X . A relation
r over R is a finite set of tuples over R. The relation
schema R is also called the domain Dom(r) of the
relation r over R. Let r[X ] = {t[X ] | t ∈ r} denote
the projection of the relation r over R on X ⊆ R. For
X,Y ⊆ R, finite r1 ⊆ dom(X) and r2 ⊆ dom(Y )
let r1 ./ r2 = {t ∈ dom(XY ) | ∃t1 ∈ r1, t2 ∈
r2 with t[X ] = t1[X ] and t[Y ] = t2[Y ]} denote the
natural join of r1 and r2. Note that the 0-ary rela-
tion {()} is the projection r[∅] of r on ∅ as well as left
and right identity of the natural join operator.

2.1 Relational Dependencies

Functional dependencies (FDs) between sets of at-
tributes have played a central role in the study of
relational databases (Bernstein 1976, Biskup, Dayal
& Bernstein 1979, Codd 1970), and seem to be cen-
tral for the study of database design in other data
models as well (Arenas & Libkin 2004, Levene &
Loizou 1998, Hartmann & Link 2006, Tari, Stokes &
Spaccapietra 1997, Weddell 1992, Wijsen 1999). The
notion of a functional dependency is well-understood
and the semantic interaction between these dependen-
cies has been syntactically captured by Armstrong’s
well-known axioms (Armstrong 1974). A functional
dependency (FD) (Codd 1972) on the relation schema
R is an expression X → Y where X,Y ⊆ R. A re-
lation r over R satisfies the FD X → Y , denoted by
|=r X → Y , if and only if every pair of tuples in r
that agrees on each of the attributes in X also agrees
on the attributes in Y . That is, |=r X → Y if and
only if t1[Y ] = t2[Y ] whenever t1[X ] = t2[X ] holds
for any t1, t2 ∈ r.

FDs are incapable of modelling many important
properties that database users have in mind. Mul-
tivalued dependencies (MVDs) provide a more gen-
eral notion and offer a response to the shortcom-
ings of FDs. A multivalued dependency (MVD)
(Delobel 1978, Fagin 1977) on R is an expression
X � Y where X,Y ⊆ R. A relation r over R sat-
isfies the MVD X � Y , denoted by |=r X � Y ,
if and only if for all t1, t2 ∈ r with t1[X ] = t2[X ]
there is some t ∈ r with t[XY ] = t1[XY ] and
t[X(R − XY )] = t2[X(R − XY )]. Informally, the
relation r satisfies X � Y when the value on X de-
termines the set of values on Y independently of the
set of values on R−XY . This actually suggests that
the relation schema R is overloaded in the sense that
it carries two independent facts XY and X(R−XY ).
More precisely, it is shown in (Fagin 1977) that MVDs
“provide a necessary and sufficient condition for a re-
lation to be decomposable into two of its projections
without loss of information (in the sense that the orig-
inal relation is guaranteed to be the join of the two
projections)”. This means that |=r X � Y if and
only if r = r[XY ] ./ r[X(R −XY )]. This character-
istic of MVDs is fundamental to relational database
design and 4NF (Fagin 1977).

Multivalued dependencies can be further gener-
alised. A join dependency (JD) over a relation schema
R is an experssions of the form ./ {X1, . . . , Xn}
where X1, . . . , Xn ⊆ R and ∪n

i=1Xi = R. An R-
relation r ⊆ dom(R) satisfies ./{X1, . . . , Xn} if r =
πX1

(r) ./ · · · ./ πXn
(r) holds. In particular, r satis-

fies the MVD X � Y precisely if r satisfies the JD
./{XY,X(R− XY )}. The basic motivation for join



dependencies stems from their usefulness in connec-
tion with relation decomposition.

The set of Boolean dependencies (BDs) over a re-
lation schema R is the smallest set satisfying the fol-
lowing properties:

• every A ∈ R is a Boolean dependency,

• if ϕ is a Boolean dependency, then ¬ϕ is a
Boolean dependency,

• if ϕ, ψ are Boolean dependencies, then (ϕ ∧
ψ), (ϕ ∨ ψ) and (ϕ ⇒ ψ) are Boolean dependen-
cies.

An R-relation r is said to satisfy the Boolean depen-
dency ϕ over R if for all distinct t1, t2 ∈ r the follow-
ing holds:

• if ϕ = A ∈ R, then t1[A] = t2[A],

• if ϕ = ¬ψ, then {t1, t2} satisfies ϕ if and only if
{t1, t2} does not satisfy ψ,

• if ϕ = (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2), then {t1, t2} satisfies ϕ if and
only if {t1, t2} satisfies ϕ1 and {t1, t2} satisfies
ϕ2,

• if ϕ = (ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2), then {t1, t2} satisfies ϕ if and
only if {t1, t2} satisfies ϕ1 or {t1, t2} satisfies ϕ2,

• if ϕ = (ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2), then {t1, t2} satisfies ϕ if
and only if {t1, t2} satisfies ϕ2 whenever {t1, t2}
satisfies ϕ1.

Notice that the functional dependency
{A1, . . . , An} → {B1, . . . , Bm} is satisfied by
r precisely when the Boolean dependency
(A1 ∧ · · · ∧ An) ⇒ (B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bm) is satisfied
by r. Hence, FDs are special cases of BDs. Notice,
however, that MVDs are not BDs.

Let C denote a class of dependencies, Σ ∪ {ϕ} be
a set of dependencies from C all defined on the same
relation schema R. We say that Σ (finitely) implies
ϕ, denoted by Σ |= ϕ (Σ |=fin ϕ) if and only if all
(finite) r ⊆ dom(N) that satisfy all dependencies in
Σ also satisfy ϕ. Furthermore, Σ implies ϕ in the
world of two-element instances if and only if all r =
{t1, t2} ⊆ dom(N) that satisfy all dependencies in Σ
also satisfy ϕ. In this paper we deal with classes C
of data dependencies for which finite and unrestricted
implication coincide. The implication problem for a
class C of dependencies is to decide whether for an
arbitrary relation schema R and an arbitrary set Σ∪
{ϕ} of dependencies on R from C the following holds:
Σ |= ϕ.

2.2 Correspondences to Propositional Logic

We assume familiarity with basic notions from classi-
cal Boolean propositional logic (Enderton 2001). We
will be particularly interested in propositional formu-
lae of the form

(U1 ∧ · · · ∧ Un) ⇒ (V1 ∧ · · · ∧ Vm)

and

(U1 ∧ · · · ∧Un) ⇒ ((V1 ∧ · · · ∧ Vm)∨ (W1 ∧ · · · ∧Wk))

where Ui, Vj ,Wl denote propositional variables. We
assume that the conjunction of 0 propositional vari-
ables is true, that negation ¬ binds stronger than any
other Boolean connectives, and that conjunction ∧
and disjunction ∨ bind stronger than implication ⇒.
The formulae above become U1∧· · ·∧Un ⇒ V1∧· · ·∧
Vm and U1∧· · ·∧Un ⇒ (V1∧· · ·∧Vm)∨(W1∧· · ·∧Wk),

respectively. The satisfaction of a propositional for-
mula ϕ′ by a truth assignment θ is denoted by |=θ ϕ

′.
Let φ : R → V denote a bijection between the

attributes of R and the set V of Boolean propositional
variables. We will now extend this bijection to classes
of data dependencies over the relation schema R and
(fragments of) Boolean propositional formulae over
V .

First, consider the FD ϕ: X → Y on R where
X = {X1, . . . , Xn} and Y = {Y1, . . . , Yk}. Define
Φ(ϕ) to be the propositional formula

ϕ′ = φ(X1) ∧ · · · ∧ φ(Xn) ⇒ φ(Y1) ∧ · · · ∧ φ(Yk) .

Secondly, consider the MVD ϕ: X � Y on R where
X = {X1, . . . , Xn}, Y = {Y1, . . . , Yk} and R−XY =
{Z1, . . . , Zm}. In this case, define Φ(ϕ) to be the
Boolean propositional formula

ϕ′ = φ(X1) ∧ · · · ∧ φ(Xn) ⇒
(φ(Y1) ∧ · · · ∧ φ(Yk)) ∨ (φ(Z1) ∧ · · · ∧ φ(Zm)) .

Finally, we recursively define the mapping of Boolean
dependencies ϕ to their equivalent Boolean proposi-
tional formulae Φ(ϕ) = ϕ′. If ϕ = A is an attribute
of R, then let ϕ′ = φ(A). The rest of the mapping is
straightforward:

• for ϕ = ¬σ we have ϕ′ = ¬σ′,

• for ϕ = (ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2) we have ϕ′ = (ϕ′
1 ∨ ϕ

′
2),

• for ϕ = (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2) we have ϕ′ = (ϕ′
1 ∧ ϕ

′
2), and

• for ϕ = (ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2) we have ϕ′ = (ϕ′
1 ⇒ ϕ′

2).

If Σ is a set of dependencies on R, then let Σ′ = {σ′ |
σ ∈ Σ} denote the corresponding set of propositional
formulae over V .

Theorem 2.1 (Sagiv, Delobel, Stott Parker jr.,
Fagin). Let Σ ∪ {ϕ} be a set of functional and mul-
tivalued dependencies on the relation schema R, and
let Σ′ ∪ {ϕ′} denote the set of propositional formulae
that correspond to Σ ∪ {ϕ}. Then the following are
equivalent:

• Σ implies ϕ,

• Σ implies ϕ in the world of two-element in-
stances,

• Σ′ logically implies ϕ′.

The major proof argument shows a one-to-one
correspondence between 2-tuple counterexample re-
lations r for the implication of ϕ by Σ and a special
truth assignment θr showing that ϕ′ is not logically
implied by Σ′. In fact, for r = {t1, t2} and all A ∈ R
we have t1[A] = t2[A] precisely if θr(φ(A)) = true.
That is, the two tuples t1, t2 of the counterexample
relation r agree on precisely those attribute whose
corresponding variable is evaluated to true under θr.

Example 2.1. Let Film={Movie,Writer,Actor},
and Σ = {Movie � Writer}. Furthermore, let ϕ be
Movie → Writer. The 2-tuple relation r

Movie Writer Actor
The Godfather M.Puzzo M.Brando
The Godfather F.F.Coppola M.Brando

shows that ϕ is not implied by Σ. Let us now look
at the implication of ϕ by Σ from a logical point of
view. Hence, we have the three propositional vari-
ables VM , VW and VA, and Σ′ = {VM ⇒ (VW ∨ VA)}
and ϕ′ = VM ⇒ VA. The truth assignment θr with
θr(V ) = true precisely when V ∈ {VM , VA} satisfies
|=θr

Σ′ but not |=θr
ϕ′. Notice the correspondence be-

tween r and θr: the two tuples agree on precisely those
attributes whose corresponding variables are evaluated
to true.



Theorem 2.1 has been extended to Boolean depen-
dencies and propositional formulae.

Theorem 2.2 (Sagiv, Delobel, Stott Parker jr.,
Fagin). Let Σ∪{ϕ} be a set of Boolean dependencies
on the relation schema R, and let Σ′ ∪ {ϕ′} denote
the set of propositional formulae that correspond to
Σ ∪ {ϕ}. Then the following are equivalent:

• Σ implies ϕ,

• Σ implies ϕ in the world of two-element in-
stances,

• Σ′ logically implies ϕ′.

Notice that these results are not extendable to
either join or embedded multivalued dependencies
(Sagiv et al. 1981). We will demonstrate later on
how these correspondences can be applied to support
the acquisition of constraints, i.e., Boolean and mul-
tivalued dependencies.

3 The Chase

A tableau (Maier et al. 1979) is a two-dimensional ma-
trix in which columns correspond to attributes. The
rows of a tableau consist of variables of the following
types:

1. distinguished variables, usually denoted by sub-
scripted a’s, and

2. nondistinguished variables, usually denoted by
subscripted b’s.

A variable cannot appear in more than one col-
umn, and in each column there is exactly one distin-
guished variable.

A JD ./{X1, . . . , Xn} has a corresponding tableau
T as follows. For each Xj , tableau T has a row tj
with distinguished variables in all the Xj columns
and distinct nondistinguished variables in the rest of
the columns. We can also view a tableau as a re-
lation over the domain of distinguished and nondis-
tinguished variables. Note that rows t1, . . . , tn of T
are joinable on X1, . . . , Xn, and the resulting row
t consists only of distinguished variables. That is,
t[Xi] = ti[Xi] holds for all i = 1, . . . , n.

Example 3.1. Consider the relation schema

Family={Name,Child,Child DoB,Pet}.

The corresponding tableau for the JD

./ {{Name,Child}, {Name,Child DoB, Pet}}

looks as follows:

Name Child Child DoB Pet
aN aC b1 b2
aN b3 aD aP

where aN , aC , aD, aP denote the distinguished vari-
ables and b1, b2, b3 denote the nondistinguished vari-
ables.

Let Σ be a set of FDs and JDs. Each dependency
in Σ has an associated rule that can be applied to any
tableau T as follows.

1. FD-rules. An FD X → Y in Σ has an associ-
ated rule for equating variables of T as follows.
Suppose that rows t1 and t2 of T agree in all X-
columns but disagreee in an A-column, where A
is an attribute in Y . If one of t1 and t2 has a dis-
tinguished variable in its A-column, then rename
the two rows so that t1 is that row. The FD-rule
for X → Y replaces all occurrences of the vari-
able appearing in the A-column of t2 with the
variable appearing in the A-column of t1.

2. JD-rules. A JD ./{Y1, . . . , Ym} in Σ has an as-
sociated rule for adding rows to T as follows. If
rows t1, . . . , tm of T are joinable on Y1, . . . , Ym

with a result t and t is not already in T , then t
is added to T .

Each one of the above rules transforms a tableau
T to another tableau T ′. The rules can be applied re-
peatedly to a tableau T only a finite number of times,
and the result is unique (up to renaming of nondistin-
guished variables) (Maier et al. 1979). The chase of T
by Σ, denoted by chaseΣ(T ), is the tableau obtained
by applying the rules associated with Σ to T until no
rule can be applied anymore. Let ϕ be a JD with a
corresponding tableau Tϕ. The JD ϕ is a consequence
of Σ if and only if chaseΣ(Tϕ) contains a row consist-
ing of distinguished variables (Maier et al. 1979).

Example 3.2. Consider the relation schema

Family={Name,Child,Child DoB,Pet}.

Let Σ consist of the JD

./{{Name,Child,Child DoB}, {Name,Pet}}

and the FD
Child → Child DoB.

Suppose we want to decide whether the JD ϕ

./{{Name,Child}, {Name,Child DoB,Pet}}

is implied by Σ. As in Example 3.1 the tableau Tϕ is

Name Child Child DoB Pet
aN aC b1 b2
aN b3 aD aP

The JD-rule can be applied to Tϕ to generate the fol-
lowing template:

Name Child Child DoB Pet
aN aC b1 b2
aN b3 aD aP

aN aC b1 aP

aN b3 aD b2

which equates to chaseΣ(Tϕ). It follows that ϕ is not
implied by Σ as chaseΣ(Tϕ) does not contain the row
(aN , aC , aD, aP ). In fact, chaseΣ(Tϕ) is a counterex-
ample relation for the implication of ϕ by Σ. After
some interaction this relation can be better presented
as follows:

Name Child Child DoB Pet
Bundy Kelly 15.05.1982 Peggy
Bundy Bud 26.02.1977 Buck
Bundy Kelly 15.05.1982 Buck
Bundy Bud 26.02.1977 Peggy

One can easily observe that the set of Child-values
are not determined by the Name-value independently
of the Pet-value and the Child DoB-value. Since the
sample database appears to be realistic the JD ϕ does
not need to be specified.

The FD X → A has the following corresponding
tableau TX which has two rows: td consists of distin-
guished variables only, and tX has distinguished vari-
ables in the X-columns and distinct nondistinguished
variables elsewhere. The FD X → A is a consequence
of Σ if and only if chaseΣ(TX) has only distinguished
variables in the A-column.

Example 3.3. Consider the relation schema

Family={Name,Child,Child DoB,Pet}.



Let Σ consist of the JD

./{{Name,Child,Child DoB}, {Name,Pet}}

and the FDs

Child → Child DoB and Child → Pet.

Suppose we want to decide whether the FD ϕ

Name → Pet

is implied by Σ. Hence, we start with the template
TName.

Name Child Child DoB Pet
aN aC aD aP

aN b1 b2 b3

An application of the JD-rule leads to the template

Name Child Child DoB Pet
aN aC aD aP

aN b1 b2 b3
aN aC aD b3
aN b1 b2 aP

The FD-rule can be applied twice to this template and
results in the final template chaseΣ(TName).

Name Child Child DoB Pet
aN aC aD aP

aN b1 b2 aP

Since chaseΣ(TName) has only the distinguished vari-
able aP in the Pet-column it follows that ϕ is indeed
implied by Σ. Consequently, ϕ is already implicitely
specified by Σ.

A Chase-counterexample suffices to reject ϕ if
this counterexample is acceptable as part of a future
database instance. However, a single Chase coun-
terexample may not justify the specification of ϕ.

4 Propositional Tableaux

We will summarise the extremely elegant and ef-
ficient proof procedure for propositional logic that
is known as analytic tableaux. The technique goes
back to Beth (Beth 1959), Hintikka (Hintikka 1955)
and its idea derives from Gentzen (Gentzen 1935).
For a comprehensive view on first-order logic from
an analytical tableaux point of view we recommend
(Smullyan 1995).

For conveniance we introduce symbols “T” and
“F” to our object language, and define signed for-
mulae as an expression TX or FX where X is an
unsigned propositional formula. Informally, we read
TX as “X is true” and FX as “X is false”. The truth
value of TX is the same as that of X ; the truth value
of FX is the same as that of ¬X . By the conjugate
of a signed formula we mean the result of changing
“T” to “F” or “F” to “T” (thus the conjugate of TX
is FX ; the conjugate of FX is TX).

We now summarise the rules that applied to the
formulae in a tableau and expand the tableau at
a leaf. The conclusions of a rule are appended ei-
ther vertically or horizontally at a leaf whenever the
premise of the exansion rule matches a formula that
appears anywhere on the path from the root to that
leaf. We distinguish between an α-expansion and a
β-expansion:

α

α1

α2

(α-expansion)

β
/ \

β1 β2

(β-expansion)

In an α-expansion both conclusions α1 and α2 are
appended on top of one another, whereas in a β-
expansion the tree branches into β1 and β2. Ta-
ble 2 shows the different signed formulae for an α-
expansion. We note that under any truth assignment,

α α1 α2

T (X ∧ Y ) TX TY
F (X ∨ Y ) FX FY
F (X ⇒ Y ) TX FY
T (¬X) FX FX
F (¬X) TX TX

Table 2: α-expansion

α is true precisely if α1 and α2 are both true. Table 3
shows the different signed formulae for a β-expansion.
Under any truth assignment, β is true precisely if at

β β1 β2

F (X ∧ Y ) FX FY
T (X ∨ Y ) TX TY
T (X ⇒ Y ) FX TY

Table 3: β-expansion

least one of the pair β1 and β2 is true.
An analytical tableau is a marked (by signed

propositional formulae), unordered, finite tree that
is inductively defined as follows:

1. The tree consisting of a single path

F1

F2

...
Fn

is a tableau for {F1, . . . , Fn}.

2. If T is a tableau for {F1, . . . , Fn}, and T ′ results
from T by applying an expansion rule, then T ′ is
also a tableau for {F1, . . . , Fn}.

A branch of a tableau is a maximal path, i.e., a path
from the root to a leaf. A branch is said to be closed
if it contains a signed variable and its conjugate. A
tableau is called closed precisely when all its branches
are closed. A branch ϑ of a tableau is complete if for
every α which occurs in ϑ, both α1 and α2 occur in
ϑ, and for every β which occurs in ϑ, at least one
of β1, β2 occurs in ϑ. We call a tableau completed if
every branch is either closed or completed.

Theorem 4.1. Every complete open branch of a
tableau for {Tσ : σ ∈ Σ} ∪ {Fϕ} defines a truth
assignment θ that satisfies Σ and violates ϕ.

We will now summarise the constructive proof
of Theorem 4.1 (for a full proof see for instance
(Smullyan 1995)) which has interesting consequences
for us. Let S be the set of signed formulae in a com-
plete open branch ϑ of a tableau. Then the set sat-
isfies the following three conditions for every α and
β:

1. No signed variable and its conjugate are both in
S.

2. If α ∈ S, then α1 ∈ S and α2 ∈ S.

3. If β ∈ S, then β1 ∈ S or β2 ∈ S.



Sets S obeying these three conditions are known as
Hintikka sets which are satisfiable. In fact, we can
define a truth assignment that makes every element
of S true. Therefore, we assign each variable p, which
occurs in at least one element of S, a truth value as
follows:

1. If Tp ∈ S, then give p the value true.

2. If Fp ∈ S, then give p the value false.

3. If neither Tp nor Fp is an element in S, then give
p the value true or false at will.

It can be shown that every element of S is true under
this truth assignment.

Example 4.1. Suppose we want to refute T ((p∨q)∨
r) and F (p∧q). Then we obtain the following tableau:

T ((p ∨ q) ∨ r)

F (p ∧ q)

T (p ∨ q) Tr

Tp Tq Fp Fq

Fp Fq Fp Fq
× ×

The left-most open branch contains Tp and Fq but
no signed variable for r. Hence, the truth value of r
can be chosen at will, i.e., we obtain two truth assign-
ments θ1(r) = true, θ2(r) = false and θ1(p) = θ2(p) =
true and θ1(q) = θ2(q) = false.

Completed tableaux do not only allow us to read
off a single truth assignment that satisfies Σ and vio-
lates ϕ, but all models of Σ ∪ {¬ϕ}.

Example 4.2. Consider the complete tableau from
Example 4.1. The following truth assignments can be
read off the tableau.

p q r
true false true
true false false
false true true
false true false
false false true

These form the set of all truth assignments that sat-
isfy (p ∨ q) ∨ r, but violate p ∧ q.

5 Assisting Constraint Acquisition

We will use this section to describe how analytical
tableaux can be utilised in the constraint acquisition
process. Suppose that so far we have gathered a cer-
tain set Σ of those constraints that should be spec-
ified (initially Σ = ∅). Some user or designer may
suggest that another constraint ϕ captures important
semantic information about the database. That is, ϕ
becomes the new candidate constraint. Using the cor-
respondences to logic from Subsection 2.2 we trans-
late Σ ∪ {ϕ} into its corresponding set Σ′ ∪ {ϕ′} of
propositional formulae. Subsequently, we attempt to
refute {T (σ′) | σ′ ∈ Σ′} ∪ {F (ϕ′)}. If our completed
tableau is closed we can conclude that ϕ′ is already
implicitely specified by Σ′. Utilising the correspon-
dences once again we can conclude that ϕ is implied
by Σ. Consequently, ϕ does not need to be specified.
In the other case our completed tableau is open and

ϕ′ is not implied by Σ′. In this case we read off all
truth assignments that satisfy Σ′ and violate ϕ′. We
will then use every truth assignment θ to generate
a 2-tuple counterexample relation rθ for the implica-
tion of ϕ by Σ. The first tuple of rθ consists of 1’s
only. Let VA denote the propositional variable that
corresponds to the attribute A, i.e., φ(A) = VA. The
second tuple has the truth value of VA as entry in
column A. That is, the two tuples of rθ agree on pre-
cisely those attributes whose corresponding variables
are evaluated to true by θ. At this stage the designer
may substitute the 1’s and 0’s by actual values from
the domains of the attributes, accordingly. Note that
this does not result in any problems as any reasonable
attribute can be assumed to have at least two distinct
values.

Example 5.1. Reconsider Example 1.2. The only
open branch of that tableau defines the truth assign-
ment θ(VM ) = 1, θ(VW ) = 0 and θ(VA) = 1. The
2-tuple counterexample relation θr is

Movie Writer Actor
1 1 1
1 0 1

The first tuple consists of 1s only while the second
tuple essentially stores the truth values from the cor-
responding variables. The designer may decide to sub-
stitute The Godfather for the 1 in the Movie-column,
M.Puzzo for the 1 and F.F.Coppola for the 0 in the
Writer-column, and M.Brando for the 1 in the Actor-
column. Thus, we obtain

Movie Writer Actor
The Godfather M.Puzzo M.Brando
The Godfather F.F.Coppola M.Brando

In this way we can generate 2-tuple relations from the
special truth assignments.

After this process the participants of the acquisi-
tion process inspect all of the relations. Each of these
relations conforms to the rules represented by Σ and
violates the rule represented by ϕ. If there is at least
one such relation that is acceptable, then the specifi-
cation of ϕ is too restrictive for the future database.
Consequently, we do not specify ϕ. In the remaining
case we cannot find any acceptable 2-tuple violation
of ϕ. This means that we cannot find any acceptable
counterexample relation at all because any such rela-
tion would include at least one unacceptable 2-tuple
counterexample subrelation. That means, that every
relation that satisfies Σ and violates ϕ is unacceptable
to us. In other words, it is unacceptable to satisfy Σ
without satisfying ϕ. Since ϕ is not implied by Σ we
must add ϕ to the set of specified constraints.

Our techniques may become even more powerful
when integrated into more general approaches. For
instance, the work in (Albrecht, Buchholz, Düsterhöft
& Thalheim 1995) describes a general framework
for constraint acquisition combining several tech-
niques such as natural language processing, dia-
logues, heuristics and sample data. However, in their
approach sample data is not generated automati-
cally but entered by the designer. As demonstrated
tableaux techniques can help generating all typical
sample data such that candidate constraints cannot
only be rejected but also be accepted.

6 An Example

In this section we will present an example that demon-
strates the support of our technique for acquiring con-
straints.



Assume we are given a relation schema Bank with
the following attributes: C ID, C Name, Acc No,
Acc Type, and In Pol. The intention of the schema
is the following: customers have an id and a name,
bank accounts with a no and a certain type, and in-
surances with an insurance policy.

In the constraint acquistion process the first task
might be to determine a key for Bank, i.e., to deter-
mine those attributes whose values suffice to identify
rows in a database instance.

A first guess might be that C ID forms a reason-
able key. Hence, we consider the candidate FD

C ID → C Name,Acc No,Acc Type, In Pol.

The tableau for the corresponding formulae looks as
follows:

F (C ID ⇒ C Name ∧ Acc No ∧ Acc Type ∧ In Pol)

T (C ID)

F (C Name ∧ Acc No ∧ Acc Type ∧ In Pol)

F (C Name) F (Acc No) F (Acc Type)F (In Pol)

Instead of reading off truth assignments for all the
variables we only look at truth assignments defined
by those variables that actually appear in a branch.
This is justified as we might replace the FD above by
4 separate FDs each with a single attribute on the
right. Consequently, after some intervention by the
designer we derive the following counterexamples:

C ID C Name
001 Sylvester
001 Tweety

C ID Acc No
001 0553-0331410-38
001 0553-0331410-40

C ID Acc Type
001 Cheque
001 Savings

C ID In Pol
001 House
001 Contents

The table in the top left illustrates an instance
where the same customer id is associated with dif-
ferent customer names. This is unacceptable since
customers can be distinguished by their id. Since the
example above is essentially the only counterexample
for the validity of C ID → C Name (up to renaming)
but this counterexample is unacceptable we specify
this FD.

The table in the top right illustrates the case where
two account numbers are associated with the same
customer id, i.e., the same customer may have differ-
ent accounts. As this occurs in practice all the time,
this counterexample is acceptable. Accordingly, we
do not specify the FD C ID → Acc No.

Similar situations are illustrated in the bottom
tables. The same customer may have different ac-
count types, and different insurance policies. Hence,
we do not specify neither C ID → Acc Type nor
C ID → In Pol.

In particular, we do not specify {C ID} as a key.
We may now proceed by checking the suitability of

all remaining attributes of Bank as a unary key. In a
similar way that was described for C ID it turns out
that no attribute is suitable. When checking Acc No
we can derive, in particular, the following counterex-
ample relation:

Acc No Acc Type
0553-0331410-38 Cheque
0553-0331410-38 Savings

In this instance different account types are asso-
ciated with the same account. This is unacceptable,
and we therefore decide to specify the FD Acc No →
Acc Type.

From this we might conclude that
{C ID,Acc No, In Pol} forms a reasonable mini-
mal key. In order to support this assumption we can
try to decide whether the FD

C ID,Acc No, In Pol → C Name,Acc Type

should be specified on top of

Σ = {C ID → C Name,Acc No → Acc Type}.

We utilise the following tableau to read off any po-
tential counterexamples.

T (C ID ⇒ C Name)

T (Acc No ⇒ Acc Type)

F (C ID ∧ Acc No ∧ In Pol ⇒ C Name ∧ Acc Type)

T (C ID)

T (Acc No)

T (In Pol)

F (C Name ∧ Acc Type)

F (C Name) F (Acc Type)

F (C ID) T (C Name) F (Acc No) T (Acc Type)
× × × ×

Indeed, the tableau is closed which confirms our
assumption that the key is already implied by Σ. Ear-
lier we had detected that the customer information
does not uniquely identify the account information
since a customer may have multiple accounts. How-
ever, for each customer her/his accounts are indepen-
dent from the insurance policies. As a first approxi-
mation one may ask whether the MVD

C ID,C Type � Acc No

provides a useful semantic constraint together with
those that have already been specified. Hence, we
obtain the following tableau.

T (C ID ⇒ C Name)

T (Acc No ⇒ Acc Type)

F (C ID ∧ C Name ⇒ Acc No ∨ (Acc Type ∧ In Pol))

T (C ID)

T (C Name)

F (Acc No)

F (Acc Type ∧ In Pol)

F (Acc Type) F (In Pol)

F (C ID) T (C Name) F (C ID) T (C Name)
× ×

F (Acc No) T (Acc Type) F (Acc No) T (Acc Type)
×

The open branches of this tableau allow us to read
off the following counterexample relations



C ID C Name Acc No Acc Type In Pol
001 Sylvester 0331410 Cheque Life
001 Sylvester 1240501 Savings House

C ID C Name Acc No Acc Type In Pol
001 Sylvester 0331410 Cheque Life
001 Sylvester 1240501 Cheque House

C ID C Name Acc No Acc Type In Pol
001 Sylvester 0331410 Cheque Life
001 Sylvester 1240501 Savings Life

The first two relations from the top seem unaccept-
able: the customer has not only two different ac-
counts, but also two different policies. However, the
bottom relation is completely acceptable: the cus-
tomer has two different accounts, each of a differ-
ent type, and only one insurance policy. This shows
that the MVD above does not fully capture that the
account information is independent of the insurance
policies. Hence, we decide not to specify the MVD
above. However, the account type is linked to the ac-
count no, i.e., both of them cannot be independent of
one another. Consequently, we ask now whether the
MVD C ID,C Type � Acc No,Acc Type represents
useful semantic information.

T (C ID ⇒ C Name)

T (Acc No ⇒ Acc Type)

F (C ID ∧ C Name ⇒ (Acc No ∧ Acc Type) ∨ In Pol)

T (C ID)

T (C Name)

F (In Pol)

F (Acc No ∧ Acc Type)

F (Acc No) F (Acc Type)

F (C ID) T (C Name) F (C ID) T (C Name)
× ×

F (Acc No) T (Acc Type) F (Acc No) T (Acc Type)
×

The open branches of the tableau define the fol-
lowing counterexample relations:

C ID C Name Acc No Acc Type In Pol
001 Sylvester 0331410 Cheque Life
001 Sylvester 1240501 Savings House

C ID C Name Acc No Acc Type In Pol
001 Sylvester 0331410 Cheque Life
001 Sylvester 1240501 Cheque House

Both of them are unacceptable. Hence, there is
no counterexample relation that is acceptable. Con-
sequently, we specify the MVD above. At this point
we have acquired the following constraint set Σ

• C ID → C Name

• Acc No → Acc Type

• C ID,C Type � Acc No,Acc Type.

Based on Σ we may derive the following faithful
4NF-decomposition of Bank:

• C Info={C ID,C Name} with key {C ID},

• C Account={C ID,Acc No}
with key C Account,

• A Info={Acc No,Acc Type}
with key {Acc No}, and

• C Insurance={C ID,In Pol}
with key C Insurance.

7 Conclusion

Knowledge about the semantics of the database is
crucial for its quality. Semantic constraints form
the basis for database normalisation, restructuring
operations and query optimisation. The acquistion
of semantic constraints is a difficult task for many
database designers.

We have identified two different tableaux tech-
niques that can be utilised for rejecting and accepting
candidate constraints. So far, the Chase has been pri-
marily used for query optimisation and deciding the
implication of certain classes of dependencies. How-
ever, it is also useful for generating sample data. If
the participants of the acquisition process agree that
the violation of a candidate constraint is acceptable,
then the candidate can be rejected.

Boolean and multivalued dependencies are seman-
tic constraints that are very common in database
practice. Their semantic implication is equivalent
to the logical implication of propositional formulae
fragments. Based on these correspondences we have
demonstrated how analytical tableaux can be used to
generate all minimal sample relations that satisfy all
the constraints acquired so far but violate the current
candidate. If a single of these sample relations is ac-
ceptable as part of any future database instance, then
the candidate must be rejected. If, otherwise, it is al-
ways unacceptable to violate the candidate whenever
the other constraints are satisfied, then the candidate
should be specified.

It is future work to combine our techniques with
already existing tools (Albrecht et al. 1995), and to
study the exact time-complexities for generating our
sample data with respect to certain classes of depen-
dencies and certain tableaux formalisms.
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